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BODIAM CASTLE 
Bodiam, Robertsbridge, Kent TN32 5UA 

 
13th July 2019 

On the day of our visit to Bodiam Castle, the sky was full of thick cloud, consisting 
of many varying shades of white. It was actually our second time to this National 

Trust gem, the first one being back in the mists of 1982/3, with Alan's restive 
father. Either I hadn't been concentrating then, or the visit had been so brisk that 
I remember virtually nothing. 

 
It thus felt like a first visit and was only about 30 minutes from our holiday 

accommodation, on a warm day despite the cloud cover. We arrived at Bodiam 
Castle not long after 10:00 when the café opened, so the obvious course of action 
was a cappuccino and a shared slice of lemon cake. 

 
The wide gravel path leading to the castle wasn't far, so we were soon strolling 

along with cameras in hand, skirting the edges of the wide moat to find the best 
foreground for a photo. The lowering sky wasn't on my side, as there must be 
some superb views to be captured with a blue sky and obliging fluffy white clouds. 

The castle looked large and imposing, rising from the moat completely surrounding 
it, set within a landscape of trees that I could see gave way to fields on one side. 

 
There had been a small fortification on the site prior to the Norman Conquest in 
1066 and once the Normans had taken control, the land became the property of 

the de Bodeham family. They lived there for almost three centuries, expanding 
and improving their domain. Sir Edward Dalyngrigge (or Dallingridge according to 

the National Trust) then became the owner of the Bodiam estate in 1378, by 
marrying into the de Bodeham family. 
 

 
Bodiam Castle under moody skies (photo by Alan Santillo) 

 

He must have been happy with the way things turned out, as from 1379-1388 he 
was a Knight of the Shire for Sussex. In 1385, he discovered he was wealthy 

enough to build himself a stately and impressive manor home, where weekly 
markets and annual fairs could be held in the grounds. 
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Two years later, when a French invasion was feared during the Hundred Years War 
(1337-1453), Sir Edward was granted permission to fortify his home and estate, 

which would help to protect the coast of East Sussex from attack. Rather than 
using the manor already in existence, he decided to build a completely new castle 

that was also a comfortable home – being a knight must have been lucrative. The 
question of defence seems debatable, though, because the castle was actually 
positioned some distance from the medieval coastline. 

 
It must have been a massive project on the whole, because the entire castle was 

built at the same time, so the style and design were unusually consistent. Sir 
Edward was captain of the port of Brest in France from 1386-1387, so he was 
most probably away during the first years of the castle's construction. Its design 

was unusual, being quadrangular in shape and without a keep. Chambers were 
built around the outer defensive walls and inner courts, with towers on each of 

the corners and entrances. The towers, topped by crenellations, would have 
served as important look-out points. 
 

The whole endeavour included landscaped gardens featuring a variety of different 
waterways, which must have taken a huge amount of labour. The moat, while 

very attractive, basically acted as a sewage system, which surely would have been 
grotesquely pungent, especially on a hot day. The mind boggles. 

 
Archaeologists have described Bodiam as one of the best examples of landscaping 
to give a castle prominence. The water features were once extensive, but the moat 

is now the only surviving watery element (along with the earthworks left from its 
construction). Its shape is roughly rectangular and supplied by several springs, 

some of them within it. Although castle moats were intended to aid defence, it 
now remains an essentially picturesque sight. 
 

 
Further along the path around the moat (photo by Alan Santillo) 

 

The date when Bodiam Castle was finished is not recorded, but it's thought to 
have been before 1392. Unfortunately, Sir Edward died in 1395, not long after the 

castle had probably been completed. It was inherited by his son John, who like his 
father, was in the king's favour and was described as the 'King's Knight'. 
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Since John and his wife had no children, the castle and estates were eventually 
passed to his cousin Richard in 1443. Richard also died without children, 

whereupon the Bodiam estate passed to Richard's sister Philippa in 1470. 
 

Philippa was married to Sir Thomas Lewknor from a prominent Sussex family, who 

supported the House of Lancaster during the Wars of the Roses, which began in 
1455. When Richard III of the House of York became king in 1483, Thomas was 

accused of treason and of raising men-at-arms in the south-east of England. A 
force was despatched to besiege Bodiam. Whether it took place is unrecorded, but 

it's thought that Lewknor surrendered without much resistance. 
 
His property was confiscated, but was returned when Henry VII became king in 

1485 (although not all of the surrounding land was returned until 1542). After 
this, although the castle remained in the Lewknor family for several generations 

through the 16th and 17th centuries, little is known of how it was used during this 
period, or if the family spent much time in it. 
 

After the death of Sir Roger Lewknor in 1543, his estates were divided amongst 
his descendants, thereby splitting the castle and manor. John Levett of Salehurst 

bought the castle in 1588, but in 1623, most of the Bodiam estates were 
purchased by Sir Nicholas Tufton, later the Earl of Thanet. His son John, 2nd Earl 
of Thanet, inherited in 1631 and managed to reunite the castle and manor when 

he purchased Bodiam Castle in 1639. 
 

He was a Royalist supporter in the Civil War (1642-1651) and after leading an 
attack on Lewes and being involved in a Royalist defeat at Haywards Heath, 
Parliament confiscated some of his lands and fined him £9,000. To help pay the 

hefty fines, he sold Bodiam Castle in 1644 to Parliamentarian Nathaniel Powell for 
£6,000 and the castle was dismantled. 

 
The Civil War was a notoriously bad time for many castles that were slighted, or 
deliberately damaged, to prevent them from being used again. The degree of 

damage varied from castle to castle, but fortunately for Bodiam, it was deemed 
sufficient to dismantle the bridges, the barbican and the buildings inside the castle. 

 
Nathaniel Powell died in 1674/5, after which ownership of the slighted castle and 
its surroundings passed through the Powell family for a short while, until being 

purchased in 1722 by Sir Thomas Webster. For over a century, the Webster family 
retained ownership, with the castle becoming popular as an overgrown and 

dramatic ruin, thanks to the growing interest at that time in Gothic architecture. 
 
The castle was sold for £3,000 in 1829 to John Fuller, who carried out partial 

repairs before it was sold to George Cubitt for £5,000 in 1849. It was then sold to 
Lord Curzon in 1916, who considered Bodiam Castle a rare treasure to be restored 

and revered. In 1919, with an architect's aid, parts of the castle were restored. 
 

The moat, which was about 5 feet/1.5 metres deep in most places was drained, 
resulting in the removal of 3 feet/0.9 metres of mud and silt. Nearby fences and 
hedges were removed, to give an unobscured view of the castle, while vegetation 

was cleared and stonework repaired. During outside excavations, the original 
footings of the bridges to the castle were discovered, while inside excavations 

revealed a well in the basement of the south-west tower. 
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The original floor level was re-established throughout the castle and a cottage was 
built to serve both as a home for a caretaker and a museum in which to display 

finds from the excavations. Upon Lord Curzon's death in 1925, he donated Bodiam 
Castle to the National Trust, with the specific intention of opening the ruins to the 

public. The National Trust continued his work, adding new roofs to the towers and 
gatehouse. Excavations continued and the moat was again drained in 1970. 
 

Since then, the National Trust still continues with restoration work of this Grade 1 
listed building that attracts thousands of visitors each year. Their stewardship 

includes providing a safe environment for the six species of bats that are in 
residence, taking their sustenance from the moat. 
 

I could vouch for Bodiam's popularity by the end of our visit, but by the time we'd 
finished meandering around the moat taking photos and watching ducks, we were 

still early enough to arrive at the bridge across the moat and be congratulated by 
the staff member on duty for being the first two visitors of the day… 
 

 
Over the moat on the wooden bridge (photo by Alan Santillo) 

 

The main entrance to the castle is on the north side, connected to the north bank 
by a wooden bridge – rather a long wooden bridge, as it happens. The postern 

gate at the rear would have been connected to the moat's south bank by a 
drawbridge and another long wooden bridge. Originally, anyone entering via the 

main north entrance would have had to cross the moat via the wooden bridge to 
an island in the moat called the Octagon. 
 

Between the Octagon and the main gatehouse, there had been a barbican two 
storeys high, of which very little survives. A second small bridge would then have 

been used to link the small island with the main, twin-towered gatehouse.  
 
Excavations on the island have revealed a garderobe, which suggests there may 

have been a guard on the island – every guard needs a garderobe – although it 
remains unclear to what extent the island was fortified. Regardless of the island, 

attackers would have had a long approach over the bridge and if successful, on to 
the gatehouse, all the time vulnerable to attack by arrows from the towers. 
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The passage through the gatehouse would originally have included three wooden 
portcullises, one of which survives today as a rare example of its kind. However, 

once we had crossed the moat and arrived at the three-storey gatehouse, we 
zoomed in for a person-free photo before any other visitors arrived. I liked the 

inner castle immediately, as it was neatly built in a square around a large central 
courtyard, with round towers at each corner, a postern tower opposite the 
gatehouse and an east and west tower midway along the outer two walls. 

 

 
L-R: great hall, postern tower & kitchen (photo by Alan Santillo) 

 

Minutes later, other people arrived and we decided to climb the 56 steps up the 

postern tower, which gave us excellent views of the countryside and the rest of 
the castle below. I must admit I was unclear what 'postern' meant, but it seems 

similar to 'posterior', as it means a secondary entrance such as a door or gate, 
sometimes concealed, in a fortification. I suppose the postern tower was so-named 
because it was sited at what was essentially the posterior entrance! 

 

 
 A good view from the postern tower 
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In fact, the postern gate was located through the square postern tower in the 
middle of the south wall. The castle's towers are three storeys high, whereas the 

buildings within the castle are two storeys high. As well as the good view from the 
top of the postern tower, I also espied some graffiti. I have since learned that in 

2016, a stone-by-stone survey of the castle walls was carried out by an expert in 
medieval graffiti, revealing over 800 inscriptions. 
 

There were many different masons' marks that indicated with some certainty how 
the castle had been constructed by a team of six banker masons and three fine 

masons within the space of a decade. Banker masons were responsible for most 
of the rougher stonework and were paid for the number of stones completed – 
medieval piecework. The fine masons, as the name suggests, were expert masons 

able to carry out detailed carving and also to oversee quality control. 
 

After the masons came the people who lived and worked at Bodiam Castle when 
it was in its prime, followed by visitors after its decline. Thus, the graffiti offers a 
unique insight into the life of the castle for over six centuries. 

 
Of even more interest are the ritual protection marks, known popularly as witch 

marks, scattered all over the castle, especially around doors and windows. These 
were designed to ward off evil influences, often taking the form of interlocking 

circles and pentangles, plus other symbolic patterns. Some were apparently made 
during the building of the castle, while others were created later. 
 

Of even more personal interest to me is the strange mark I noticed while at the 
top of the postern tower. I'm not sure it's a witch mark because it looks raised 

rather than etched into the stone. However, the pattern is suspiciously reminiscent 
of one and I'm including it, because even at the time I found it anomalous. There 
is also some graffiti etched in the bottom right corner: 

 

 
A witch mark, perhaps? 
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I had found the steps of the postern tower particularly deep and literally 
overstretched myself, resulting in a certain amount of leg muscle weirdness after 

climbing down again. We therefore spent the next hour at ground level, having a 
really good poke around and taking many photos of interesting walls, arches and 

window apertures, as well as ovens. I realised I really admire old and carefully 
carved window apertures – those fine masons did a grand job. 
 

 
Withstanding the test of time 

 

I very much appreciated the excellent information boards in strategic places that 

taught me a few fascinating facts. At the postern gate, I learned that this was 
sometimes known as the sally port, because it offered an escape route from where 

people in dire straits could escape – or in the parlance of old times, could 'sally 
forth'. Many are the times I've wished I could sally forth… 
 

The domestic rooms of the castle lined the castle walls and remains had even been 
substantial enough to realise the old design. The building was divided into separate 

areas for the lord and his family, guests, servants and the garrisons. The great 
hall was situated in the south range, where the lord would entertain guests. 
Located to the east of the centrally positioned postern gate, it was 24 feet/7.3 

metres by 40 feet/12.2 metres and would have been as tall as the curtain wall. 
 

In the great hall was a platform or dais where the most important people would 
have sat, literally at the top table, with a great chair for the lord of the feast. The 
tables would have been trestles or boards covered with fine linen. The lord in his 

chair at the top board, was thus chairman of the board. Meanwhile, an elaborate 
vessel containing expensive salt would have been placed in the middle of the top 

table. Those at the top table were therefore 'above the salt', while those of lesser 
importance were 'below the salt'. I know what my salt status would have been! 
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Alan lording it at the top table, above the salt 

 

I was fascinated to read how the steward was the most important servant, keeping 

records of all household food and drink, as well as everything bought for the castle. 
Money was counted on a checker cloth, hence 'chancellor of the exchequer'. 
 

The pantry and buttery were to the west of the great hall, linked by a screens 
passage. Three standing arches gave access to the pantry, buttery and kitchen, 

at the far west of the south range – a typical layout of grand medieval houses. 
 

 
Three arches (photo by Alan Santillo) 

 

The pantry stored kitchen supplies, while the buttery had a cellar for storing wine 
and ale. There were two large fireplaces in use every day. One included a bread 
oven, as bread was an important part of the medieval diet. Rich people had the 

best white bread, while the poor were left with inferior brown bread. Times have 
changed! To stop heat from the kitchen fires becoming unbearable, the kitchen 

was as tall as the curtain walls, so there was enough space to absorb the heat. 
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In the basement of the south-west tower there was a well that would have served 
the castle household. A castle under siege, of course, would need its own water 

supply. However, the well water wouldn't have been used for drinking, as medieval 
people mostly drank ale. The well is about 10 feet/3 metres deep and fed by a 

natural spring, mixed with water from the moat. I don't even want to think about 
garderobes emptying into the moat. It was rather dank and dismal down in the 
basement and the water in the well looked an unhealthy looking green. I must 

confess it wasn't my favourite place and I was happy to leave the basement. 
 

 
More like mould soup (photo by Alan Santillo) 

 

I should probably say at this point how it would have been a really good idea to 

wait for one of Bodiam Castle's tours, so that we could have benefitted from extra 
information not included on the information boards, the National Trust leaflet and 
map or subsequent internet searches. You never know what gems you might hear. 

 
We also seem to have missed a 'Story of Bodiam' exhibition in a cottage in the 

grounds and a history of Bodiam video in the north-east tower – although I think 
we may have peeked inside and didn't realise, as several children were there 
dressing up in period costumes. Or maybe that was the north-west tower? 

 
Anyhow, along the east wall there was a chapel, hall and antechamber. In order 

to accommodate the chapel, the curtain wall at the north-east corner had been 
forced to project 9 feet/2.7 metres further into the moat. Where there's a will 
there's a way! The chapel was a stand-out feature for me, due to its large restored 

east window (looking remarkably Gothic), remnants of patterned glazed floor tiles 
and what looked very much like a piscina. I wasn't always entirely sure what I was 

looking at, but I knew I liked it all. The floor tiles had been discovered when the 
site was excavated in the 1920s. 
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The Gothic looking window 

 

 
Patterned floor tiles 

 

South of the chapel was the main accommodation for the lord and his family, two 

storeys high. It incorporated a basement, although the precise layout is unclear. 
 

Uncertainty also exists about the buildings east of the gatehouse, comprising two 
storeys and a basement. The purpose of the buildings along the west end of the 
north range is also unknown, while the tower in the north-west corner had a 

garderobe and fireplace on each of the three upper floors, with a basement below. 
 

It was midday and we were castled out, so we had a last glance around the 
quadrangle with its chambers on the outer walls and towers that were so important 
as lookout posts. Many people were now milling around the inner spaces, with a 

number of children clambering almost certainly where they shouldn't. I'd read on 
an information board how the castle is built of Weald Sandstone that wears easily 

and asking people not to climb on walls or window sills. Window sills? Really? 
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I have neglected to mention the murder holes we came across, a fascinatingly 
gruesome feature often found pierced in vaulted ceilings at the entrances of 

castles and fortifications. They wouldn't have been at all fascinating if you were 
standing underneath while being assailed with objects intended to cause serious 

damage. Contrary to popular hearsay, though, boiling oil was rarely used, due to 
its high cost. That's another longstanding belief shattered! 
 

 
Don't stand under those holes, they're murder! 

 

As we left through the gatehouse, we looked back at the oldest dated portcullis in 
England, complete with medieval masons' marks and historical graffiti. However, 

I was so distracted by the dizzying sensation of craning my neck to take a photo 
that I completely forgot to search for any masons' marks or graffiti… 
 

 
The oldest dated portcullis in England (photo by Alan Santillo) 
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The top of the gatehouse has machicolations, which are openings between a 
projecting parapet or over a gate, through which nasty objects intended to cause 

serious damage could be dropped. The approach is overlooked by gun-loops in the 
gatehouse towers, although the curtain wall and towers contain windows for 

domestic use rather than for military purposes. This and other factors, like the 
strength of the defences and the moat being primarily for display due to its 
insubstantial surrounding embankment, contribute to the debate about how much 

Bodiam Castle was built for significant defence or domestic comfort and prestige. 
 

Whatever its prime purpose may have been, it was definitely impressive. Above 
the gate, three coats of arms are carved into the arch – Dalyngrigge in the centre 
– and above them a unicorn head crest. Three coats of arms are also to be found 

on the postern gate, although two of them are curiously blank.  
 

Having made our way back across the moat bridge, where some large carp were 
amassing, we retraced our steps along the wide gravel path, still stopping to take 
photos of the castle within its most attractive moat. Attractive it may have been, 

but the thought of it once acting as a sewage system detracted more than a little. 
 

Thankfully, we weren't bothered by any rank odours as we sauntered back down 
to the excellent National Trust shop and bought a jar of jam or two. I wasn't 

greatly surprised that Bodiam Castle has been described by the military historian 
Cathcart King as the most complete surviving example of a quadrangular castle. 
There had been an unexpected amount to discover – although I wished I'd looked 

far more closely for some of that fascinating graffiti. 
 

 
Graffiti in the postern tower 
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An amusing discovery has been that Bodiam Castle was used in the 1975 film 
Monty Python and the Holy Grail, in a shot depicting it as 'Swamp Castle' in the 

'Tale of Sir Lancelot' sequence. I can remember enjoying that slightly crazy film 
in days of yore, with its daft but strangely endearing knights who say 'Ni'. Bodiam 

Castle had also been the site chosen for an episode of The Goodies in 1973 and 
the Doctor Who serial The Demons, broadcast in 1983. 
 

 
Bye Bodiam 

 

 


